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© Music Cities Network
Music Cities Network (MCN) is a public/private network dedicated to improving communication and 
cooperation, sharing research and knowledge, exploring policy and advocacy, and networking for 
policy makers, city leaders and all other music city stakeholders. Its current members are Aarhus, 
Groningen, Hamburg and Sydney. 

Find out more: http://www.musiccitiesnetwork.com/
Email: info@musiccitiesnetwork.com
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1.1 APPROACH
 
The term ‘Audience Development’ has received much attention lately, but it has been practiced by 
music operators for a long time. It is a collective term that describes strategic, dynamic and interactive 
processes that encompass all aspects of promotion, publicity, marketing, public relations, programming, 
membership, community engagement, communications and educational programmes aimed at making 
the arts widely accessible and addressing the needs of existing and potential audiences.

What makes a person decide to go to a concert nowadays? Music venues and festivals1 have always 
had an interest in reaching out to new audiences and strengthening bonds with existing ones. The 
Music Cities Network is hereby starting the first international Audience Development Knowledge 
Exchange Program between the venues and festivals of the participating music cities to investigate 
best practice models of marketing strategies, audience development and experience in the music 
sector and look into the future. 

What tools do venues use to attract new audiences? How can venues in cities collaborate to enhance 
audiences? What are the best tools to empower your existing audiences for festivals and venues? 
What role will venues/festivals play in the future society? 

The focus is connecting different venues in the participating cities and to share their knowledge in the 
field of audience development.

Key sectors that are investigated

 

 • Target audience groups - existing and potential
 • Cultural diversity
 • Online and offline methods
 • Resources
 • Monitoring and evaluation
 • Co-operation and joint projects
 • Data collection
 • Action plans

How it works

 1. 4 venues and 1 festival were suggested by each MCN member city to take part in the  
  programme.
 2. The audience development strategies of these venues and festivals were investigated and 
  categorizing the results into sub-groups. 
 3. The report will be provided to the venues with the aim to connect them and intensify the  
  communication in the above key sectors and identify further ways for future exchange.

1 Please note that, for ease of reading, we will refer to both venues and festivals collectively  

as ‘venues’ throughout this document, defined as a place which provides live music performances.

GENERAL OVERVIEW 1
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1.2 METHODOLOGY

This report, its recommendations and the terms of its resulting exchange program are determined 
through a combination of three methods. 

 1. he core of the findings are pulled from the results of a oogle orm survey  which was  
  sent to a selected variety of 4 venues and 1 festival suggested by each MCN member cities  
  Aarhus, Groningen, Hamburg and Sydney. Its questions are categorized in each one of the  
  key sectors identified above. he audience development strategies of these venues and  
  festivals were thereby investigated, identifying their strengths and we aknesses and  
  categori ing the results into sub groups. hen pulling the findings from the survey  some of  
  the questions require respondents to rate elements on a scale of 1 to 6, thus eliminating  
  the option to choose a completely neutral stance. Please note that, when collating the  
  answers, some were grouped for legibility. For example, when using the term ‘frequently’ as  
  a collective, we included anything that fell at a 5 or 6 on the scale.
 2. A short, but detailed amount of desk research additionally lays the groundwork of identifying  
  trends and general audience development theory with the aim of setting the stage for  
  effective strategies in the modern market.
 3. These two methods are punctuated with results from individual interviews in order to   
  provide more detailed responses on the perceived states of local live industries. Therefore,   
  the MCN member cities suggested 1-2 music scene experts who have been contacted. As   
  many results are reflective of the global state of the industry  these interviews provide  
  e amples and first hand accounts on which to base recommendations and plans for action.

1.3 GOAL

The programme connects the venues in the participating cities and establishes relationships between 
them, aiming to support the venues and festivals, reach new audiences and make them more sustainable 
in the long term.

Limitations of the study

Music Cities Network is a growing body, and therefore the experiences on which the recommendations 
are based are representative of the network’s current members. This is not to imply that further cities 
or countries are not valid or beneficial to the study  but that our current reach does not e tend to them.

Similarly, as the network and its membership expands, it contains a larger variety of venue and festival 
sizes, particularly in terms of their physical capacities and audience demographics.
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2.1 INTRODUCTION TO AUDIENCE DEVELOPMENT
 
Audience development can be defined as attracting diverse people at scale towards a social ob ect 2.  
t can be targeted at a specific demographic of customer under the hope that it will spread throughout 

the niche audience via word of mouth, or it can operate as a catch-all to drum up a variety of business 
under the hopes of appealing to any and all interested parties.

According to Music Network Music Network Audience Development Strategy three elements of 
audience development can be identified  marketing  outreach and programming3.  Marketing ensures 
audience awareness and outreach ensures demographic appeal and inclusion, while programming 
works with both artists and promoters to ensure a high-quality season of shows.

 » It’s a delicate balance of exciting programming, passionate audiences that are  

 willing  to pay for music, a mature and professional industry that collaborates  

 and works together and supportive governments (we have three tiers in Australia). «  

 Emily Collins, Managing Director, MusicNSW, Sydney (AUS)

Audience development must consider existing audiences while appealing to new ones, thereby 
expanding audiences rather than substituting them.

 » It starts with research and making sure you have the expertise and facilities  

	 to	attract	the	audience	you	want	through	credible	programming,	efficient	marketing			
 efforts and a deep knowledge of the competition. « 

 Jesper Bay, Manager, Consultant & member of The Music Committee, Aarhus (DEN)

2.2 RESULTS & FINDINGS

elow are the results and findings of the uestionnaire  which is the basis for this report. A copy of 
the full questionnaire can be found in the appendix. We know any large sequence of numbers and 
statistics can make the reading a bit dry, so we’ve tried to make it as amusing as possible and included 
a lot of graphs to make things easier to remember. 

INTRODUCTION & RESULTS2

2 Correa (2012)
3 Music Network (2007)
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